(fashion)

L

ounging in a long Willow dress, Led
Zeppelin’s Whole Lotta Love blasting
in the background of the New York
photography studio, Rachel Zoe
does a very good impression of someone
comfortable in front of the camera.
Later, the celebrity stylist assures me
she’d much rather be in her natural habitat,
on the other side of the lens. “The thing is,
I’ve done it a lot, so it’s not scary any more,
but I don’t really look at the photos,” says
Zoe, 43. “Let’s put it that way.”
Following the success of her reality-TV
show, The Rachel Zoe Project, which debuted
in 2008 and ran for five seasons, vintageloving Zoe’s signature look – a relaxed,
’70s-inspired boho glamour – was suddenly
everywhere. Not to mention her trademark
phrases “I die” and “bananas” (both
reserved for items she really, really liked).

It’s this role as a tastemaker that makes her
a fitting choice as the face of Chadstone
shopping centre’s Icons of Style spring/
summer ’15 campaign, for which she’s
visiting Australia this month.
Zoe, who’s been to Melbourne, Sydney
and Brisbane, but only on flying visits, says
she’s “always been fascinated by Australia”.
“I’m fearful that I’m going to spend
ridiculous amounts of money there,” she
laughs. “Between working, I’m going to
duck out and shop a little.” When Zoe
says “a little” you get the feeling that it’s
the equivalent of a Pretty Woman-style spree.
Top of her list are Aussie designers Dion
Lee, Sass & Bide and Zimmermann.
Has her distinctive style evolved over
the years? “I think so,” she says. “When
I look back sometimes, I’m like, ‘Was I in
costume going somewhere in the ’70s? Or

was I just completely in my element and
felt really comfortable?’
“I’m more refined [now], on some level.
I’ve had to simplify it a little bit. But then
there are moments where I’m going to a
fashion event or to something in the south
of France, and I’m in a sequined caftan
with tons of jewellery and I’m in my
element,” she sighs happily.
The demands of motherhood have also
influenced her day-to-day style. Zoe, who
lives in LA, has two sons, Skyler, four, and
Kaius, 20 months, with husband Rodger
Berman, a former investment banker, who
is now the president of Rachel Zoe, Inc.
“I used to have seven minutes to get
ready, now I have five, sometimes four,”
she says. “I never plan what I’m wearing,
I just kind of go to what I know will work
for that day.”
Right now, she’s into caftans, metallics,
ponchos, “anything crocheted”, wearing
tons of jewellery and fringing.
“Some people call it summer, I call it
caftan season,” she quips.
Becoming a mum has also affected
the way she runs her ever-expanding
company. Its headquarters, with its on-site
nursery, made headlines recently for its
parent-friendly approach to the workplace.
“The reason I wanted to do it and talk
about it is that it’s not a difficult thing to
do. I wanted other companies to think,
‘Why wouldn’t we do this?’” she explains.
Zoe still has a handful of celebrity clients,
including Jennifer Lawrence and Jennifer
Garner, but her scope is much wider than
styling these days. She’s editor-in-chief of
online fashion magazine The Zoe Report,
has a fashion line, is the author of several
books and has a new fashion talk show,
Fashionably Late With Rachel Zoe, which
premieres in the US next month.
“I’m really excited about it,” she says.
“It’s a whole new experience. It’s a show
I’ve wanted to do for some time, which
I felt didn’t exist out there.”
It’s not another fly-on-the-wall reality
show, but what about the trademark Zoe
hyperbole? Does she still proclaim things
are ba-nah-nuhs, in her idiosyncratically
accented way? “I do not,” she laughs.
“I do when it comes to my children, who
eat them morning, noon and night.” But
these days, she pronounces it just like
everyone else. Motherhood changes
more than your dress sense, it seems.
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